
UK Vote to Leave The EU
Following the results of the referendum on 23rd June 2016, the UK Government will now have to negotiate a 
new trading relationship with what will now be 27 member states, in order to allow companies based in the 
UK to continue to sell their products and services to EU countries without being penalised by high trade 
tariffs or restrictions.

The process is likely to take some time, perhaps upwards of two years so it’s unlikely that anything will 
happen fast.

The results of these negotiations will be critical. The UK could follow the Norwegian model which would give 
us access to the single market but free us from certain EU rules relating to agriculture, fisheries and home 
affairs or instead the Swiss model where negotiation will need to be on a country by country basis.

Depending on the model ultimately chosen, the UK may remain bound by some European employment laws, 
as EU countries may not enter in to trade and other agreements with us if we were able to undercut them by 
allowing companies to employ workers on less onerous (and hence cheaper and thus undercutting the other 
country’s businesses).

In addition, the vast majority of employment law directives that have originated from the EU have been 
subsequently implemented as UK Regulations and thus will remain binding unless the UK Government 
choose to repeal any of them.

Whilst we can’t be sure what will happen, we can offer some predictions, assuming of course that UK has full 
freedom to repeal all EU employment laws …

The Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 (TUPE)

TUPE is now an accepted part of employment protection given the increase in the provision of outsourced 
services and thus we feel that it will remain. We do feel however that there will likely be a relaxation on 
consultation requirements and greater provision for post-transfer harmonisation of terms and conditions of 
employment, both of which will benefit employers.

Redundancy Consultation

The requirement for collective consultation with 20 or more affected employees stems from an EU Directive 
and this has been universally unpopular with UK employers, necessitating the appointment of employee 
representatives.  We feel that ultimately the minimum number of affected employees will ultimately be 
increased for collective consultation purposes to perhaps a number closer to 100.
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Working Time Regulations

We feel that the many of the provisions of the Working Time Regulations will remain, specifically paid holiday 
pay, which UK Government ‘gold-plated’ the EU directive requirement f by requiring UK employers to offer 
5.6 weeks paid holiday compared to the Directive’s requirement for 4 weeks paid holiday.

We feel sure thought that legislation will be passed to reverse some of the recent holiday time cases, 
specifically the accrual of holiday pay whilst on long-term sickness absence and also the inclusion of 
commission, bonuses and overtime in holiday pay.

It’s also likely that the maximum average 48 hour working week will be abolished as it’s universally unpopular 
and often ignored.

Agency Worker Regulations

We feel that this legislation will likely be repealed; they are massively unpopular with both companies and 
recruitment agencies and the trade unions show little interest in them.

Discrimination
The EU Equal Treatment Framework Directive currently binds the UK and necessitated the introduction of 
religion and belief as protected characteristics. Prior to this date however, the UK had already legislated to 
prohibit sex, race, sexuality and disability discrimination, long before the EU required us to do so and we 
doubt there will be any appetite for change.

One interesting point though related to the uncapped nature of compensation in discrimination claims, which 
our membership of the EU required. Going forwards, there is the possibility that a financial cap will be 
imposed.

Family Friendly Provisions
The UK already exceed EU rights considerably and as such we are unable to see any changes. 

Unfair and Constructive Dismissal
The UK already has more flexibility than it sometimes realises when it comes to employment law compared 
to other EU countries as protection from unfair dismissal has traditionally been left to member countries to 
legislate. As such we foresee no changes to these areas of legislation,

What is Likely to Happen to Immigration Policy
The Vote Leave campaign has pledged that the new immigration system would end the automatic right of all 
EU citizens to come to live and work in the UK. Following negotiations over the nature of the future 
relationship between the UK and the EU, it is highly probable that employers will in the future no longer 
benefit from free movement of labour within the EEA. It is also possible that EU citizens that enter the UK 
between now and the formal separation will not have a permanent right to live and work in the UK. These 
negotiations will take time so any changes to the status quo are unlikely in the short-to-medium-term. 

The Vote Leave campaign has also advocated the benefits of an Australian-style points-based system and 
so it is possible a similar system will be introduced in the UK at some point. One option is for the 
Government to adapt the existing points-based immigration system for non-EEA workers and extend it to 
cover all migrants. Under the existing arrangements, entry to work for non-EEA nationals is limited to people 
identified to be of value to the UK economy, such as skilled workers in ‘shortage occupations’ or wealthy 
entrepreneurs and investors. Migrants with sought-after skills gain more points towards their visa. Under the 
system, employers have to register as sponsors and pay various costs that will include a new immigration 
skills surcharge from April 2017. In addition, employers are subject to a rigorous compliance 
regime. 

The current points-based system comprises several routes. Employers are primarily concerned 
with the Tier 2 route, through which employers recruit skilled non-EU migrants because they 
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cannot find people with the right skills and experience from the resident labour market. Points are awarded 
on the basis of age, earnings, work experience and qualifications. We would expect the Government to 
activate the Tier 3 route for un-skilled workers, which has not been used to-date because of the strong labour 
supply from EEA countries, to allow employers to fill specific temporary or seasonal labour shortages. 

The points-based system is currently regularly reviewed by the Migration Advisory Committee (MAC), an 
independent, non-departmental public body that advises the government on migration issues and we expect 
this arrangement to continue. 

Another option available to the government is to adopt Australia’s General Skilled Migration (GSM) approach. 
This system allows prospective migrants to lodge an Expression of Interest (EOI) through the Department of 
Immigration and Border Protect (DIBP's) 'SkillSelect' system. Applicants must meet the following criteria: 

• be under 50 years of age at time invitation; 

• have at least 'competent' level of English; 

• plan to work in an occupation from the relevant skilled occupation list; and 

• have obtained a sufficiently positive skills assessment for their nominated occupation. 

A key difference between the current UK points-based system for non-EU workers and the Australian 
immigration systems is that in Australia you do not need sponsorship from an employer, meaning you can 
find a job when you arrive. 

What Will It Mean for the EEA Nationals I Employ? 
There is no significant threat to the rights of EEA workers already in the UK to live and work here so you 
should reassure your existing EU workers that they don’t face any risk to their job security. It seems likely 
that there will be some sort of worker registration scheme introduced in the future for EEA nationals that are 
already in the UK to protect their right to continue to live and work in the UK. However, it is uncertain whether 
people from the EEA who enter the UK between now and the UK’s formal separation from the EU will have a 
permanent right to live and work in the UK. 

The UK Government is likely to tread cautiously as any move against another country’s citizens would need 
to be carefully thought through and managed to avoid tit-for-tat measures, for example against British 
citizens enjoying retirement in Spain. 

Looking further ahead, EEA workers that would like to come to the UK to live and work in the future are likely 
to be subject to the requirements of a points-based visa system that is likely to reduce employment 
opportunities. 

What Should I Do Next?
The biggest immediate challenge is likely to be trying to reassure your staff that any significant changes in 
employment rights and rights to work in the UK are highly unlikely to happen in the short-to medium-term. 

It will be important to communicate clearly with employees, stressing that there will be no imminent changes 
and that your organisation will keep the workforce closely informed about any potential changes as the 
negotiation over the UK’s future relationship with Europe progresses and the likely implications become 
clearer. 

If your organisation is more immediately affected by a vote to leave because it already has contingency plans 
to, for example, relocate its headquarters or operations from the UK to elsewhere in Europe, then the 
emphasis should be on early and meaningful consultation with staff. 

This will mean consulting so that employees’ views can be taken into account before decisions 
are taken, that people feel that they have genuine voice, and that they are involved in the change 
process. There is also a responsibility to ensure that any processes are fair and balanced to take 
account of the views of multiple stakeholders across the business. 
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Finally, any major change can create uncertainty, stress and anxiety, which means employers should be 
extra mindful of their duty of care to staff and ensure that appropriate support is available for those that are 
worried or are struggling to cope with stress. A key part of any response needs to be very clear and 
consistent communication about changes happening in the business. Managers at all levels need to be 
equipped with the right information and where necessary provided with guidance and support to ensure they 
can respond appropriately to employee concerns. 

Regardless of how well change is managed, it is likely that the wellbeing of staff will be adversely affected, 
which is why the provision of early access to occupational health services such as counselling are important 
to help people cope with pressure and manage and address any mental health problems. 

Contact Us
For more information on this or any other HR related matter, please contact us:

Telephone: 01633 459012

E-Mail: enquiries@soundhradvice.com

Web: www.soundhradvice.com 
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